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I . Introduction

Although the problem of unifying quantum theory and GRT is

formally solved by different nethods, one encounters however the

well-known diff iculty thot the Einetein-Hilbert action S •= ff-a

provides e perturbatively non-renomalluble theory, Thle d i f f i -

culty can be removed by adding higher-derivative terms to this

action. The J> matrix elements resulting from this new action are

however not unitary C\J. Thus one looks for models of quantum

gravity which avoid this dilemma.

All these dif f icult ies of quantum gravity arise of course only

if one starts with a conception according to which a physically

sensible theory of gravitation should be quantized in the same

rigorous manner as was done for electrodynamics. Indeed, teking

this standpoint one has to extend the quantization procedure to

arbitrari ly high energies and small distances. Using now a pertur-

bation aeries in Newton's constant Or one is led to diff icult ies

bsceuse the effective expansion parameter becomes large at large

energies [2].

There are however some arguments signaling that the rigorous

quantization programme characterized,first, by the demand that GRT

like electrodynamics, is to be quantized for a l l distances and,

second, by the expectation that the largest quantum gravity effect

• To be submitted for publication.

** Permanent address: Einsteln-L&boratorium fur Theoretische Physik,
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arise for Planck's orders of magnitude is misleading. These

arguments show that one must quantise GRT, but th«t one cennot

end need not extend this procedure into regions governed by the

Planck orders of magnitude, where the above-mentioned problems

occur. In this paper it Is shown how the universal constants h,

c and G prevent that one can derive measurable quantum GRT effects

for energies near the Planck energy. Planck's units (h6-/c3)^- ,

(h 6-/c* ) * end ( h c / C? ) * thus screnn those GRT regions, where

difficulties for the quantization procedure occur, from e physi-

cally sensible quantum-field (or grevlton) Interpretation.

II. Vacuum Effects and the Conception of Quantum GRT .

First it should be Mentioned that independently of the special

structure of the field equations under consideration, there is a

general argument for considering the pure vacuum field equations

to decide the meaning of field quantization. This was stressed by

Bohr and Rosenfeld C 3 ^ 1 n 1933 when they aimed at answering the

query whether quantum electrodynamics (which had Just been founded

by Helsenberg, Paull and Diract is physically meaningful or whether

it is a purely mathematical formalism. Their argument was that one

should discuss pure vacuum effects because. If one considers fields

coupled to matter sources, one Is forced to discuss simultaneously

the atomic structure of matter. This would however shift the dis-

cussion to the level of the amalgamation of quantum-field and atomi<

matter theories. If one wants to analyse and to measure quantum-fie

effects it is necessary to avoid such a mixture. Otherwise, in orde

to perform measurements one has to consider the coupling between

field and matter. One has therefore to find a way to realize a

Situation where, on the one hand, there exists the necessary cou-

pling (i.e., the influence of the field on the measuring system) and

where, on the other htnd, the mixture above mentioned does not

occur. Bohr and Rosenfeld f3] first formulated the requirements

which on must impose on a body so that it can be considered as a

measuring system (cf. also [A] and [5] ). (Dust because these

measurement requirements can bs realized in the electromagnetic

case, quantum-electrodynamic effects can be measured; quantum

electrodynamics is therefore not only a purely mathematical for-

malism.)

A similar position was taken by Planck in [ 6~} when he posed the

question of whether light quanta are physically real. Planck con-

sidered in this paper the possibility to confine the meaning of the

light quanta to the interaction between radiation and matter, i.e.,

to emission and absorption, and to deny it for the propagation of

the pure vacuum.^ If this was true then one could maintain all

classical laws for vacuum radiation. According to Planck it is

therefore an essential question if there exist considerations for

which the interaction of radiation and matter plays no role in the

measurement and which, nevertheless, provides measurable quantum

effects. According to Planck, such a case is given by the energy

fluctuations following from the field quantum hypothesis.

As was shown earlier [5, Q~], in the case of Einstein's equations

there are additional arguments showing the need of vacuum con-

siderations. Tnis Is due to the fact that th* genuine GRT-non-

linearity 3hows up especially clearly in vacuum where the non-

linearity is neither suppressed nor modified by coupling to matter.

In Befs. f5jandie]it was demonstrated In more detail that, if

one quantities GRT in high-frequency regions by using a background-

type method and regards ths non-linearity of Einstein's equations.

Some years before Bohr, Kramers, and Slater
same idea.
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there arises the cut-off length At ,

where / p is Planck'a length C*i &/<?)*• and L la the distance

over which ths background field changes significantly. Hare it

becomes evident that the region characterized by £p lies outside

the range of quantum GRT because Xt Is generally much greater than

Cp . Following the line of arguments given by Bohr and Rosenfeld

L^li this result was corroborated by a measurement analysis repro-

ducing the cut-off length Ac .

Referring to the meaning of vacuum effects stressed above, in the

following we shall discuss sons implications of (1) by making

certain backgorund-method considerations,

III. On Background Field Quantization of GRT

The background method developed by DaWitt f9J starts by sepa-

rating the quantum operator <? ̂  into a classical background y•

and a quantum correction J) ̂  !

Using the condensed writing a l «. >'-f (|l and inserting this in the

Einstein-Hi1rfsrt action S , one thsn obtains ths following

functioral Taylor series:

n j - s f j - J + S j 1

In the usual background method, an assumption is made which is

essential for most of the results obtained by the covariant quantum

approach: One assumes that the background <fl~ satisfies the equatio

i.e.,

(*a)

(4b)

The argument given in favour of this assumption is that only when

(4) holds true external gravifons (attributed to j- ) are physi-

cal, i.e.,on mass shell.

The supplementary condition (4) has strong Implications. It

allows, for instance, to use each solution of Einstein's vacuum

equations as a background field. By setting f = w „ in (3), one

can, therefore, recover tha early approach to quantum gravity

orientated by particle physics [I10, 11], This condition permits,

furthermore, to derive for pure gravity S matrix elements without

divergencies at the one-loop level. Indeed, it was shown C12J that

those covariant counterterms which one has to add in the Lagrangian

read

hr / (5)

due to (4) they are equal to zero in the vacuum case.

Returning to the argument in favour of (4) o.ne can say that it

shows ths conviction of usual background considerations, according

to which one should start from the assumption that gravltons exist.

However, as we want to examine Just the justification of this

thesis we have to be cautious here.

To understand what one is doing if one assumes (4) it is useful

to consider the ansatz (2) from the viewpoint of the usual week-

field approximation. Accordingly, we write

/s /

1 (6)
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where <%• is again the classical background, say y v w

is of the same order of magnitude as f > 8 n d £ i 8 axplicltely

introduced as sm illness parameter:

(7a)

(7b)

we now introduce estimates on how fast the metric components vary

by saying that typically their derivatives are of order

gr^r/L/ ^A~/./A, (B)

where L and X are characteristic lengths over which the background

0- and the rî j, part of the field change significantly, without

assuming any order of magnitude relation between L and A from the

very beginning. Then one may expand the Riccl tensor for the total

metric in powers of e to obtain £.13, 14, 15 J

(9)

where

the Ricci tensor of the background

- "
(101

J

. « . (The upright line denotes the covarisnt differentiation with

respect to the background metric.)
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These terms have the orders of magnitude

A9 was mentioned in Rafe. C5, 8 l from (9) and (11) it become*

evident that only for

A & L
the powers of £. estimate completely the different terms so that

R._ Ctf^)i-* dominant in magnitude. Accordingly, only for low-

frequency fields h-^the background metric is governed by condition

(4) (in the first-order approximation). The usual background aasurap-

tion *R (y)«O for all A' is therefore a strong supplementary con-

h A L ) f o r
tion R ( y ) O
dition excluding arbitrarily high frequencies (with

which

L ). for

(13)

from consideration.

turning rigorously <4> i . p " « considering, instead of

^ s t e i n ' s G R T . another theory * . tH-ry 1-arl.ed so

3 t r o n g l Y that it becomes similar to 8 l ° C t ^ ^ " ^ ^ ' ^ ^ '

especially obvious In the case ^ v - . ^

, (2a)

(38)

T h l S way one obtain, via the construction of a ^ background a

non-linear (typically polynomical) <

w



Minkowski space C173. Here quantum GRT is explicitely reduced to

the level of usual particle physics. However, following N. Rosen

and C. Miller ' one may ask now, whether the model described by

(3a) Is really Einstein's GRT. One can ask eo because, notwith-

standing the non-linear interaction between gravltons provided by

(2a) and (3a), we eee from (11) that assumption (2a) exclude*those

effects of non-linear GRT fro* consideration which lead to a back-

reaction in the sense of relation (13),

OeWitt's background method generalizing (2a) and (3s) leads to

renormalizability via covariant counterteras forme*/ from RCf^*)

and R^o (dlv) • But the "decoupling condition" (4) provides again

the same problem as for the case (3a): There exists again a given

background in front of which the /, field propagates without back-

reaction. And this is an approximation which is only valid for

sufficiently small frequencies.

To our mind, it is the condition (4) that leads to the problem

discussed by Vilkovisky ClsJ: The usual background method leads to

such an effective action that the fixing of the gauge of the quan-

tised field leaves the gauge of the mean field arbitrary. The

resulting gauge-invariant effective action depends however on the

choice of the background gauge conditions so that different choisas

of these conditions lead to different covariant effective actions.

Possibly this is tha price one must pay for assuming condition

(4) required to make it possible to attribute via (cf., e.g.,ri6j)

external ^ gravitons to jy^ . If one could find 8 way to drop (4)

the problem stated by Vilkovisky should not appear at all.

Cf. for this the discussion on this topic at tha aablonna
Conference published in Kef.ClQj.

We do not want to pretend here that we know how one could solve

this problem by constructing a "high-frequency background method"

for which (13) is valid. In the following we shall discuss however

at least some qualitative implications resulting from dropping

condition (4).

To this end, let us distinguish the threa casts i / t > > t ,

A/L<*r£ and A/L ~ £ .

(a) A/Z.» £ • I" this case we have

R*P (r^) » £ ': R (Jl (tip* ) d«)

so that J ^ p C ^ J is the leading term and all the £l T^^*(t,^)

are higher-order corrections. Then it follows from Einstein's

vacuum equations that, in the first-order approximation,

0 . (15)

This is the case in which the usual background field method is most

appropriate. Here the nonllnearity of the Einstein and Ricci tensors

plays no great role, and the quantum field can be considered approxi-

mately as propagating in front of a background y which is not

influenced by [i ,. .

(b) e »> A / L . Here we get

The field h^v is thus of such a high frequency that the field equa-

tions do not permit to apply a background method.

(c) t'^A/l— . Due to the weakness assumption (7b) we have

p^ *&. l_ so that the V\ut field is again of a high frequency. But

here the frequency is not so large that the decomposition (6) loses

its sense or. roughly speaking, that the f background is dissolved

in fluctuations. Usual background considerations must however be



modified because. Instead of (4), now (13) holds; therefore we

have now to assume

(16)

whore

# c
is the effective stress tensor of the high-frequency field. Case

(c) lies on the borderline between (a) and (b). For our consider-

ation it is of course the moat interesting one.

IV. Vacuum Polarization in Quantum GRT

Referring to a paper by Euler and Kockel Cl93, Heieenberg and

Euler 720J stated the fact that, according to quantum electrody-

namics, matter can change into radiation, and vice versa. Therefore,

it is impossible to separate, in a principle manner, radiation

processes from matter processes. As a consequence one should, even

when the energy of radiation is too small to create matter, expect

a polarization of vacuum and a corresponding modification of

Maxwell's vacuum equations. ThlB 19 of course nothing but the

prediction of vacuum quantum field effects (e.g.. the scattering of

light by light) which can be described by an effective Lagrangian.

For this reason, it is useful to discuss here briefly the conditions

under which Helsenberg, Euler and Kockel could construct an affectivi

Lagrangian and to transfer them onto GRT.

To find an effective Lagrangian for the scattering of light by

light, mainly two conditions have to be satisfied:

(1) One must consider regions, where the electric field E Is so

small that It cannot create particles from vacuum. More exactly,

the change of energy AE of a charge e. shifted along a distance

A. = fr/inC must be smaller than me ,

AE A.1£
so that one obtains

t\

x^ Hie

i ^ i

or

(18)

(19)

(20)

( cl•*• ̂ i/*r>cz Is the classical radius of electron andoi.= e V ^ c the

SoMtnerfeld constant). This means, one has to assume an electric

field strength smaller than the critical field strength &k

{ E t 1« equal to the field strength of an electron at distance

— (i»f)" €•*/** c *• from the center of the electron). In other words,

pure vacuum effects occur for distances x given by (20); only for

such distances these effects are not drowned in the matter coupling.

(2) One has to assume that

*rt c' I (21)

i.e., the electromagnetic field must change sufficiently slowly.

This assumption is due to the fact that, otherwise, one cannot find

an effective Lagrenglan formed only from the invariants of the field,

Fields which rapidly change vould require additions to the Larmor

Lagrangian which contain also derivatives of the field.

In order to obtain the corresponding quantum GRT relations one

must replaces, by m fG In << and d . Then one has the "gravitational

Sommerfeld constant* «£„ and the gravitational radius d ,

1
 m i c / o = £j^i_ (22)

s o t h a t A k = - f 9oes over into

-i]-



(23)

Here the absolute Planck length occurs again. This ie plausible;

one expects of course vacuum polarization effects for x »>£p •

One must however regard that (23) follows only from arguments by

analogy to quantum electrodynamics and from the three universal

constants h, c, and G occuring in quantum GRT. To estimate the

real range of vacuum polarization one should take Into account

further typical features of GRT.

For this purpose, we consider wavelengths of order of magnitude

^ ^, t L- . According to (16), then there is a backreaction of the

quantum correction irt^ on tf determined by the effective energy

of the h^, field.

b5 ~ ~C7 ^
(24)

( l_c denotes the extension of the region considered). Since this

energy plays a similar role as the energy-momentum tensor of matter

one has to demand that also the energy change •^•^•a caused by a

displacement along /L — ̂ i/fnc hae to be smaller than me . This

requirement leads to the relation

m c

i.e.

Regarding now that

(25)

(26)

is quantized, i.e., that

holds true Cs, 8], one obtains

*/. - A. (27)

-IS-

T h l 8 ahows that it does not occur an abrupt cut-off at Planck's

magnitudes.. Due to the concrete (non-linear) structure of

Einstein's equations the cut-off occurs gradually. Therefore,

Planck'a fflagnitude*d8note only the last, the absolute limit. For

vacuum polarization effects, / „ is the limit, where the heaviest

elementary particles, namely planckione, will be created:

U A (28)

i.e. for Hi = tnp (23) is reproduced.

Concluding this section it should be mentioned that, assuming

(27), condition (21) is satisfied automatically. One hae to expect

this of course since one knows that, in difference to quantum

electrodynamics, in quantum GRT a greater variety of quantum effects

can be described by an effective Lagrangian containing quadratic

invariants. Possibly (21) must not be required here at all because

the gravitational invariants contain derivatives of the field.

V. Planck's Radiation Formula In Quantum GRT

If we assume that h^v describes a restmassless spin two field.

then in thermodynamic equilibrium the stationary states { of

the *i ^ field, satisfying the equation

(29)

must be occupied according to the formula

. (30)
• 1

In other words, the spectral density of the field must be given

by Planck's distribution formula

-13-



The question we want to discuss now is whether thi3 gravitational

equilibrium distribution can occur, i.e., whether distribution (31)

is stable under the influence of internal gravitational fluctuations.

As was shown by Einstein ZzQ, the degree of stability of (31)

may be characterized by the parameter

where

(32)

(33)

denotes the average energy corresponding to the distribution

is here the density of states with energy E ), while

is the mean square energy fluctuation. For

for £ *= 1 , the system is getting lnatable.

Using the relation

£s), i.e..

(35)

derived in C21I one obtains for

To derive this rslatlon Einstein considered a small partial volume

V of a cavity filled with black body radiation. Assuming that this

volume V is surrounded by walls which ars impermeable for radiation

of frequencies outside the internal (V-j v -•- t/v*- ) he replaced in

eq. (35) < E > by c V cl^- to arrive at (36).

If we assume now that it is meaningful to sp*ak of gravitational

black body radiation (or of spin two gravitons) then the relations

- l l t -

(29)-(36) must be applicable to the gravitational case, too.

Accordingly, one has to discuss the stability parameter

Restricting our considerations to Wlen's regime, where

.3

~ f >
eq. (37) reduces to

Discussing now the order of magnitude of

'v- -as17 X1

(38)

(39)

, one can put

(40)

because the energy density of the field £ "u.*- is given by

C * ^ 4 / Cr X^ ' Therefore, the parameter f may be written as

, (41)

where tp = (.^ C-A?)'*-X* again Planck's length and L a - V J the

length characterizing the linear extension of the considered

volume v .

Considering now again the region where Ei~A/(_. let us specify

the smallness parameter e so that the h . v field is of high fre-

quency EISO in the sense of the thecry of black body radiation.

Assuming accordingly that (30) is satisfied, we get with (40)

Otherwise, in virtue of (41) and of relation t~ X j L. , the

requirement of thermodynamic stability leads to

< 1 (43a)



or to

< A. (43b)

The comparison of (42) and (43) shows that a stable high-frequency

thermodynemic equilibrium can only exist for wavelengths

^3 ( A L j < A « C?T L ) •t'4 (44)

From relation (44) it follows that one has to consider a volume

with the linear extension

tL > L (45)

One can however show that, if one chooses L e according to (45),

the curved background disturbes the aeasurement of fo in such a

manner that no quantum effects can be filtered out fsj. Indeed,

considering measurements of the "gravitational potential" h +

the uncertainty 4 | i ^ of measurement is given by the relation

t

The first right-hand term provides the uncertainty of the measure-

ment arising for measurement devices operating near the point P

of a Riemannian coordinate system, i.e. in an approximately flat

space-time. This term results both from quantum field theory and

from the theory of quantum measurement. According to Rosenfeld [2]

it amounts to

(47)

The second right-hand term in (46) results from background curvature

It is determined both by the extension L_c of the measurement body

and the background curvature parameter t_ ( °t is a factor of the

order of magnitude 1 ) . Therefore, to make the quantum uncertainty

A A (o) sufficiently small one has to chooae a large measurement

volume. Otherwise, to minimize the perturbation produced by back-

ground curvature, Le has to be chosen as small as possible. An

optimal measurement, for which & n has a minimum, can be performed

for

1 J-
(48)

(cf.

Accordingly, requirement (4?) resulting from thermodynamic sta-

bility and our measurement condition (48) are contradictory. Any

realization of condition (45) destroys the basis for measurements.

VI. Concluding Remarks

As in the Introduction was mentioned the action

which one has to consider for reasons of renormalizability provides

non-unitary 5" matrix elements. This non-unitary is seen from the

propagator

(50)

resulting from a loop expansion around the quadratic part of action

(49), for the propagator (50) shows ghost particles near the Planck

energy [9l. The above-made considerations, in particular, the relations

(1) and (27), show however the esoteric nature of this problem. It

arises at energies far above the range where it has sense to talk

of quantum GRT effects and thus of a conception of quantum GRT

having a physical interpretation.
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Summarizing one can state that there are regions, e.g., low-

frequency regions, where one can speak of quantum GRT, of gravitons,

and of a Planck distribution of gravitons. To harmonize GRT and

atomic matter theories such regions must exist. One has however

to conject that this quantum conception losae Its meaning at high

frequencies (or at high energies). As was also argued in Ts] by

considering Lamb shift, Compton effect etc., at sufficiently large

distances, quantum GRT affects seem to be drovrred in effects pro-

vided by the nonllnearlty of usual Einstein's equations. This means,

there are effects at small distances or at high energies, but they

are no typical quantum effects. In this sense, GRT seems to lie

beyond the distinction between classical and quantum theory.
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